
 

 

  
 

 

Tynedale Quaker welcomes 

contributions, especially 

news of forthcoming 

events and reports of those 

past. Please email them to: 

Jenny.cozens@gmail.com 

    Tynedale Quaker  
         March 2020 

 
                                   

Dates for Your Diary: 
 

2nd March, 7.30, Becoming Friends:  This six-week course of 

introduction to Quakers will take place each Monday at:          

14 Shaftoe Crescent NE463DS. Phone 07471 941183 

7th March, 11am, St Aiden’s, Hexham Debate:   People Move!  

Satbir Singh from the Joint Council for the Welfare of 

Immigrants. (See p.8)  VENUE CHANGE! 

8th March, 10am:  Area Meeting, Alnwick & Monkseaton.  (See 

p.6)  

21st-22nd March: Nonviolent Communication (NVC) Training in 

Newcastle (see p.10) 

28th March 11am, St Mary’s RC, Hexham:  Rupert Read, co-

founder of Extinction Rebellion.  The eco-spiritual challenge of 

our time: Extinction Rebellion as our last best hope. (see p.8)  

25th April: A Singing Day (see p.4) 

19-21st June:  Area Meeting Away Weekend at Rydal Hall, 

Ambleside (see p.4) 
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If you have a favourite passage from Quaker Faith & Practice, or 
you would like to write about a passage, please send it to the 
editor. 
 

  

 

Quaker Faith & Practice 
29: Leadings 

 
29.11:  What we have heard on the degree of secrecy 
which permeates our national institutions brings out in us 
fear, shock, distress and dilemma at the level of 
deviousness and distortion that flows from this.  The vast 
security apparatus extends through the whole fabric of 
society.  As a Religious Society we have an historic 
message of love which will conquer the fear which lies at 
the base of this increasing secrecy. 
We need to uphold those who experience persecution 
and harassment as a result of this secrecy.  We must also 
ask ourselves: ‘Just how truthful are we?’  Recognising the 
sincerity of those of opposing views, we are reminded of 
the need for our whole lives to be in harmony, so we can 
speak powerfully to others. 

Conference on ‘The Secret State’, convened by 
Warwickshire Monthly Meeting, 1989. 
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Bible Commentaries 
 

Over September 2019 a group of Hexham Quakers met weekly to write 

commentaries for The Courant, organised by Churches Together in Hexham 

(CTiH), as we do each year. Last year our offerings were from St Luke’s Gospel.  

Here is the final one from Andrew Greaves, on Luke 18: 1-8 

 
An austere, intimidating judge, who neither fears God nor respects anyone else. A 

desperate, helpless widow who appeals to him in vain for justice, day after day. Jesus 

tells his followers their story to highlight the importance of prayer, and of never losing 

heart, no matter what. 

In the end, it is sheer persistence on the widow’s part that persuades the judge to take 

up her case after all. Although the reason he gives for changing his mind is simply to 

put a stop to her relentless petitioning, perhaps it’s the widow’s unwavering 

determination to establish a human connection with 

the judge that finally wins him over, prompting 

him to take decisive action on her behalf despite 

his professed indifference to her plight. 

Jesus uses the story to assure his disciples of the 

infinite loving kindness and mercy of God.  As the 

apostle Paul puts it in his second letter to the 

church at Corinth, ‘My grace is equal to your need: 

for where there is weakness, my strength is 

revealed the more completely.”  

We are living in a world today where individuals, groups and communities are 

becoming increasingly suspicious of one another, on account of political, cultural, 

religious and economic differences. In such a polarised, emotionally-charged 

atmosphere, it becomes all too easy to begin losing sight of our common humanity, to 

withdraw goodwill from others who think differently to us, or whose glaring material 

needs pose an uncomfortable challenge to our prosperity.  

Jesus’ brief parable about the judge and the widow reminds us of the need to hold onto 

a faith in the essential goodness of humanity and to keep on reaching out to those we 

meet in a spirit of trust and goodwill, even if this may prove costly or difficult at times. 

By striving, in the words of a familiar Quaker phrase, to walk cheerfully, answering 

that of God in everyone, we may be opening the way to unforeseen blessings and 

breakthroughs in understanding that ‘each person is unique, precious, a child of God’. 
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A Singing Day 
Saturday, 25th April, 2020 

 
The whole of Newcastle meeting house has been booked for a *Singing day facilitated by 
Tony Biggin and Alec Davison*, who led the Leaveners for many years until they laid it 
down about 3 years ago.  It is advertised as  -  'A participatory all-day singing Saturday 
with a cycle of brand-new songs and readings exploring how we can turn the world upside 
down. Sing your heart out and raise the roof!' I think this will be very good fun and a 
delightful area meeting community building event.  We need a minimum of 12 which I 
am sure we can muster. Donations of £5 to £20 please to cover cost of the day and 
facilitators travel expenses. Bring your own lunch.     Hot drinks and cake provided!  
*If you are interested it would be helpful if you can let me know. 
Thank you. Caroline Coode **e.cacoode@phonecoop.coop**t.0191 212 0801* 
 

 

Area Meeting away weekend at 
Rydal Hall, Ambleside, Cumbria. Not far from Grasmere. 

Friday June 19th to Sunday 21st June, 2020 
 

Just imagine - Summer Solstice in the Lake District! 
 

Costs: Adult £147.60 for 2 nights + dinner, bed and breakfast. Children 
under 5 FREE; aged 5-9 £18.45;   10-15 £36.90;15-17 £55.35;  Packed 
lunches £7.50. 
 
I will enclose a booking form with March news. Please think about it NOW!  
Deadline for final numbers will be May 11, 2020. 

 
Feel free to contact me for more details if you wish: 

e.cacoode@phonecoop t.0191.2120801 
 

mailto:e.cacoode@phonecoop.coop
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Hexham Debate, 8th February 2020 
Richard Reeve 

Rethinking Security: 
How the UK can think globally and act responsibly 

 
This year there will be a National Security Review and one of the key questions that will underlie 
discussions will be ‘Our place in the world’ since national security’s aim has been to maintain that 
place:  (1) to protect our people and our territory; (2) to protect our global influence; and (3) to 
promote our prosperity (which includes our arms and our technology).  The Review lasts five years, 
so it’s short-term and concerned with control.  It tries to control threats from outside the UK with a 
focus on maintaining business as usual.  This is a male way of doing business – coercive rather than 
ecological or concerned with wellbeing. 
Great Britain is global, but not as great as we like to think.  It’s quite high on trade (thanks to our 
arms manufacture) and it’s at the top of ‘soft power’ – language, music, etc.  The aim of our current 
security is the ability to ‘strike’ anywhere: that’s strike, not respond, and we want to be able to do it 
anywhere around the world. 
 
But instead of this we could have a global peace strategy.  Here are some of the ways this could be 
achieved: 
 

1. The strategy review this year could be opened to society as a whole: what makes you feel 
secure rather than threatened?  Peace and a good climate strategy would be important. 

2. Work better multi-nationally; eg, in the Security Council. 
3. Tackle climate change for itself but also because it leads to unrest and conflict. 
4. Protect its Aid spending to reduce inequality. 
5. Preventive diplomacy.  At the moment the Foreign Office gets 1/30th of funds of the Defence 

Office. 
6. Raise the UN peace-keeping presence. We are good in this respect but could move towards 

conflict transformation. 
7. Reset our arms policy through the arms trade; for example, don’t sell to Saudi Arabia. 
8. We need to re-think our industrial base so it’s not dependent upon arms. At the moment it’s 

2%, but this is 50% more than the EU average.  We hang on to nuclear arms to ‘defend the 
empire’ – all those islands round the world.  The 2% should be a maximum rather than the 
NATO minimum. 

9. Nine countries have nuclear weapons, but it’s a great threat to humanity rather than a 
security. We have a responsibility to disarm; this is by treaty, but we tend to ignore it.  There 
are also chemical and biological weapons – both increasing in use or interest such as gene 
editing. 

10. Our approach to migration should change rather than increasing a hostile environment.  This 
affects our reputation in the world. 

 
In conclusion, Richard told us the UK needs to act more globally and responsibly.  We have the 
power and privilege to do this and have had for centuries, but we have rarely used it positively for 
good.  Unless the UK begins to understand what really makes its people safe, then we will not move 
forward.  ‘Peace is only sustainable when we see the wellbeing of others as important as our own.’ 
 

Jenny Cozens, Hexham LM 
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How does God call us to act? 
An Online Conference with Friends Worldwide 

Be on guard. Stand firm in the faith. Be courageous. Be strong. 1 Corinthians 16:13 
 
Jenny and I joined the Friends World Committee for Consultation (FWCC) online conference held on 
22nd of February 2020. 
 
Introduction information from FWCC 
Sustainability, in the broadest sense, includes concerns around climate change, peace, depletion of 
natural resources, stewardship of God’s creation, human rights, and economic justice.  As Friends, 
we recognise the need to respond to sustainability.  In 2016, at our last world gathering, we 
generated the Pisac Sustainability Minute which has led to exploring the work Quakers are doing on 
sustainability across the world, asking Friends and Yearly Meetings to take action to promote 
sustainability at all levels, including the global level. Four years on, we recognise the need to gather, 
to share, to understand where we are as a family sharing this urgent concern. This is why we are 
gathering for the Online Sustainability Conference.  
 
Structure 
The Conference was held in three sessions to cover the time zones around the world.  Friends 
joined online.  There were some 70 Friends online in our session covering Africa and Europe.  We 
could see their faces on video where they chose to show them, not all did. 
Gretchen Castle, General Secretary FWCC World Office, welcomed everyone to the call, and 
explained how the technology worked, and the structure of the conference.  
Following recorded introductions, which are described below, there was a period of worship sharing 
when individual Friends spoke from their experience. 
Lindsey Fielder Cook who works for the Quaker United Nations Office in Geneva and is the 
representative for Human Impacts of Climate Change told us about her personal approach to living 
sustainably.  She described the challenges she and her family face in seeking to reduce their carbon 
foot print.  Lindsey is a member of German Yearly Meeting and lives with her family in the UK. She is 
also a sojourning member of Northumbria Area Meeting. 
Esther Mombo, who is a lecturer and Director of International Partnerships and Alumni Relations at 
St. Paul's University, Limuru, Kenya, spoke of the difficulties of addressing sustainability in a world 
riven by conflict and corruption. 
Cherice Bock, who teaches in the Creation Care Program at Portland Seminary of George Fox 
University Oregon (USA), laid out the biblical basis for sustainability and our responsibility for 
creation. 
Crisanto de la Cruz who serves as National Director of Philippines Evangelical Friends International 
Ministries, related the story of Adam and Eve, describing the need to restore the right relationship 
between humanity and God in order to empower us to heal the world. 
Anya Nanning Ramamurthy is a young British Friend putting her faith into action and fighting for 
climate justice.  Anya told of the imperatives to action, which she feels, to act for climate justice 
 
My comments 
First, it was wonderful to be in such a gathering of Friends from different nations and branches of 
Quakerism - online. I found that the technology worked well, although there is some work to be 
done on quality of recordings.   
I am aware that biblically focussed Friends use different language to address the challenges of 
climate change.  They will tend to refer more to creation and our responsibility for it with reference 
to the bible.  This came through strongly in the presentations from Cherice and Cris.  Having said 
that, ‘we were on the same page’.  The presentations were a useful means of establishing common 
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ground amongst Friends, but there were elements of repetition. I would welcome a range of 
presentations in future that focus on actions being undertaken or planned at local, regional and 
international level. 
The first contribution in worship sharing was from a Friend in Kinshasa, Congo, who spoke strongly 
about the challenges being faced in his country riven by conflict, and the support needed for peace-
keeping efforts.  He spoke about the importance of protecting the Congo rain forest as the ‘second 
lung’ of the world. There were further contributions about local water storage (South Africa), the 
need to dramatically reduce flying (Britain), and small local actions undertaken to raise awareness. 
This is the first time that FWCC has held an online conference and it worked well.  We held our last 
Area Meeting Working Group online and I hope that Friends will encourage further online events 
and business meetings.  The cost of the software is insignificant compared to travel.  Now that we 
are increasingly aware of the danger of climate change and the risks of disease transmission these 
technological tools seem to me to be a must.  
A group of Elders recorded the contributions and will prepare a statement and report of the 
conference which I look forward to reading. 
 

Fenwick Kirton-Darling, Hexham LM 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HEXHAM DEBATE 

11am, 7TH MARCH 2020, St Aiden’s, Hexham 

 

People Move! 

 

Our speaker, Satbir Singh, is CEO of the Joint Council for the Welfare of Immigrants. 

Previously he’s developed campaigns and political strategies for people’s movements 

across the world and worked as an adviser on peacebuilding, good governance and 

human rights. He points out that peple have always moved and always will.  Higher 

walls don’t change this and we urgently need to rethink the way we view migration. 

 

PLEASE NOTE THIS MEETING IS AT ST AIDEN’S, 

opposite our usual venue of St. Mary’s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HEXHAM DEBATE 

11am, 28th March 2020, St Mary’s RC Church Hall, Hexham 

 

The eco-spiritual challenge of our time: 

Extinction Rebellion as our last best hope. 

 

We have gambled to much to date on being able to stop the juggernaut of climate 

and ecological collapse from destroying us.  We need to think very seriously about 

what will happen if we fail to stop it.  Rupert Read, Reader in Philosophy at UEA 

and Co-Convenor of XR Political Liaison Group, will discuss the ascendant idea of 

‘deep adaptation’ which aims to prepare society for likely impending collapses, and 

the need for it to be a key demand in climate campaigning.  He will probe the 

spiritual dimensions of deep adaptation and the full gravity of the long emergency 

we are in. 
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The North-East and Slavery 
 
 
BBC Look North news on the 28th February 
showed the laying of a plaque in North 
Shields cemetery for Mary Ann Macham, 
born in 1802, the daughter of a black 
woman slave and her white owner. She 
escaped from Virginia, arrived in Grimsby 
and ended up in North Shields.  The area 
was known for its drive against slavery, led 
by Quaker women and Unitarians.   
She was taken in by the Spence family (John 
Spence above right), who are still local Quakers, and worked as a domestic servant 
for them until she married.  She died in North Shields in 1893 and was buried in the 
cemetery there in an unmarked grave. The new plaque remedies this.  
Another Quaker couple who were part of this movement were the Richardsons who 

lived on Summerhill Square and who took in the more 
famous escaped slave, Frederick Douglas.  There is now a 
blue plaque on their house commemorating this 
hospitality and the fund-raising that paid for his freedom. 
(See Tynedale Quaker, March 2018).  
While parts of the north-east profited from slavery in 
many different ways, it was also well known as a place of 
refuge and protest against the trade.  Quaker women, for 
example, refused to use sugar or wear 
cotton as part of their support for the 
campaign. 

I’m very sorry that we missed the news of the event which 
Newcastle Friends were involved with, as well as the exhibition at 
the Old Low Light Heritage Centre on North Shields Fish Quay 
which is ending as I write, but there might be aspects of these 
stories left there still.  

 
Jenny Cozens, Hexham LM. 
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Nonviolent Communication Training 

With Beth Currie 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Please make your booking here: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfuzy_4vPn3WYASbXm-
c12PBhBXddwz0qWjGpYv6SfmRuODZg/viewform 

 
 
  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfuzy_4vPn3WYASbXm-c12PBhBXddwz0qWjGpYv6SfmRuODZg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfuzy_4vPn3WYASbXm-c12PBhBXddwz0qWjGpYv6SfmRuODZg/viewform
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DISTANCES by Edgar Gabriel Silex                                                                                                

for Sherman Alexie 
 
as a child I thought my grandfather was a god  
who walked out each dawn and pulled the sun up 
by the songstrings of birds who sang to his presence 
I thought being old meant it was easier 
to finally take for granted each last dawn 
yet there he was each morning going out 
offering himself to the momentary 
to the spiralling motion that it would continue on 
to the sun so that it would continue to rise 
like incense he would rise in the rose-light                  
of his thank yous thank you weaver of the 
green-blue earth thank you maker of this 
blue-green sky for my wife for my family 
for this morning when we sat together 
at the breakfast table his thank yous 
would smile us awake I think now 
 
that she was god’s hand turning the machinery 
of the day the washing thrashing and hanging 
of our clothes the cutting stirring and pouring 
the nursing of hungers and pains shushing 
and brushing our childhood vims my grandmother turning 
everything slowly till it hummed into each 
night’s silence like that corner of hers 
where she kept a candle and cross in the quiet 
of her bedroom where she rooted her knees 
her hands clasped and heavy as the bags  
of her eyes her whispers rising evanescing 
in the stillness God keep my good husband sober 
and strong please don’t make us choose  
between food and the mortgage please forgive 
our transgressions in the darkness she kissed 
Amen softly on our sleeping foreheads 
 
a Spanish Catholic she preferred to speak  
of herself simply by saying she was Castillian 
a full Indian he preferred to say nothing 
in that way he spoke of how all our blood is 
indivisible but once when I was little she cried 
as she tried to whip the stubborn Indian  
out of us he always dreamed about 
what might happen she always dreamed 
of what had happened and I am amazed 
at how they loved each other 
at how this world marries the impossible 
at how each night and day they taught us 
to think good thankful thoughts but mostly 
I am in awe at how the word please 
eventually frees the soul it tries 
to destroy with its slavery 

 
 

Poem chosen by Bob and Eve Morgan, Hexham LM 
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